KNOW THE FACTS:
Domestic Sex Trafficking
Americans generally tend to think that human trafficking is a crime that occurs in other countries, to foreigners
who should have known better, or to those who brought it upon themselves. These assumptions are misconceptions; trafficking happens here in the United States to U.S. citizens and in every state in the nation.

the United States, the federal definition of human trafficking in the Trafficking Victims Protection Act includes both U.S.
• Incitizens
and foreign nationals - both are equally protected under Federal trafficking statutes and have been since 2000.
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usually do not realize that a child or adult who is a U.S. citizen can be a victim of human trafficking. It is just as
• Americans
likely that a trafficking victim could come from your own neighborhood and be a local teenage girl who is prostituted by
an older man at a local truck stop. Sadly, Americans tend to refer to U.S. trafficking victims as anything but victims. They are
referred to as criminals, prostitutes, child prostitutes, runaways, addicts, or juvenile delinquents. Traffickers are often referred
to only as pimps.2
indicates that most victims of sex trafficking within the United States are women and children, particularly girls
• Research
under the age of 18.
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human trafficking is about exploitation and does not require the movement or transportation of the person, traffick• While
ing victims within the United States can often be identified in situations where the victims are moved from one location to
another irrespective of distance. The movement of a victim is a common control technique used to isolate him or her; the
distance may range from a couple of miles from the victim’s home to several states. 4
as with international sex trafficking, domestic sex trafficking often occurs through the use of force, fraud, or coercion
• Just
against the victim.  Although some of these tactics may be similar to those used against international victims, victims in the
United States have reported other tactics that may look very different. For example:
• Force: Most victims have reported being raped by a trafficker or pimp or gang-raped by a trafficker and his associates. Victims are often told that they are now “damaged” and can do nothing but enter prostitution. Victims have also
reported being forced to take drugs or consume alcohol by the trafficker. 6
• Fraud: Victims, especially girls who are fleeing abusive homes, have reported how traffickers (“pimps”) will use other
women or girls to lure them into prostitution by claiming that the trafficker is their boyfriend and he will protect her
like he protects them. Some traffickers also seduce victims and claim to be their boyfriends; after a short time of “dating,” he will then tell the victim that he wants her to prostitute herself (or provide sexual favors to his “friends”) to prove
she loves him. 7
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• Coercion:  Victims report how traffickers use personal information they learned during the “dating” or grooming period
to craft very personal threats. For instance, a pimp may threaten to harm a specific family member to whom the victim
is very close, or a pimp may write a letter regarding the victim’s sexual activity to the victim’s parents, grandparents, etc.,
and threaten to mail it if the victim does not cooperate. 8
of studies in the United States indicate that many women and girls in prostitution are also victims of sex trafficking.
• AFornumber
example:
• 79% of women in prostitution in one study gave an indication that they were in prostitution due to some degree
of force. 9
• In another study, 50% of the women and girls interviewed reported being kidnapped by pimps; 76% of those were
beaten by pimps; and 79% were beaten by customers.10
• A study of 222 women in the sex trade in Chicago found that 44-50% of these women give the money they make in
prostitution to someone else, and 79% believe they would be harmed if they stopped. 11

sex trafficking victims not only fear harm from their traffickers, but many report violence by those people who
• Domestic
purchase sex acts (“johns”). For example:

• In one study in San Francisco, 70% of the 200 women and girls surveyed reported being sexually assaulted an average
of 31 times by “johns,” and 65% of them reported being physically abused or beaten at least four times. 12
• In the study “Sister Speak Out” by the Center for Impact Research in Chicago, the victims reported that “johns” were the
most frequent perpetrators of violence. 13
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